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Abstract. Cephalometric tracing method is usually used in orthodontic diagnosis 
and treatment planning. In this paper, we propose a deep learning based frame-
work to automatically detect anatomical landmarks in cephalometric X-ray im-
ages. We train the deep encoder-decoder for landmark detection, and combine 
global landmark configuration with local high-resolution feature responses. The 
proposed framework is based on 2-stage u-net, regressing the multi-channel 
heatmaps for landmark detection. In this framework, we embed attention mech-
anism with global stage heatmaps, guiding the local stage inferring, to regress the 
local heatmap patches in a high resolution. Besides, the Expansive Exploration 
strategy improves robustness while inferring, expanding the searching scope 
without increasing model complexity. We have evaluated our framework in the 
most widely-used public dataset of landmark detection in cephalometric X-ray 
images. With less computation and manually tuning, our framework achieves 
state-of-the-art results.  
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1 Introduction 
Cephalometric analysis is a standard tool to quantitatively analyze the human skull and 
mandible, usually used in maxillofacial surgeries and orthodontic treatments. Cephalo-
metric evaluation is based on some anatomical landmarks on the skull and surrounding 
soft tissue. Newer techniques such as cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) begin 
to apply, due to the high price, the traditional 2D longitudinal section X-ray image of 
human head is still the most widely used in the cephalometric analysis. No matter which 
kind of data modality is adopted, the landmarks are still annotated manually, which 
remains a time-consuming work for an experienced doctor. Moreover, the manual an-
notation is extremely subject to observer variability. Because the 2D X-ray images are 
the projection of the spatial structure which contains anatomical differences across or-
ganizations with individual difference, the automatic detection is a challenging prob-
lem. Despite the challenges, the identification of the skeletal structure contained in 
cephalograms is the key to the automatic detection. 
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Recently, the orthodontic computer-aided software can only calculate the distances 
and angles automatically according to manually annotated landmarks. Therefore, an 
automatic method would release orthodontists from the time-consuming work and es-
pecially avoid the observation errors. Our study concentrates on detecting the 19 land-
marks from the 2D radiograph automatically. 
Related work: More recently, the automatic detection was held as a Grand Challenge 
at ISBI 2015. The organizers provided the dataset [1] and published the benchmark of 
the dental radiography analysis algorithms [2]. Ibragimov et al. [3] computerized ceph-
alometry by game-strategy with a shape-based model, Lindner et al. [4] won first place 
with Random Forest regression-voting method. After that, Lindner et al. [5] expanded 
their experiments and showed the results with comprehensive experimental analysis.  
Deep learning methods have achieved great success in many computer vision appli-
cations, especially in facial point detection. The cascade and hierarchy are the basic 
idea to improve performance from coarse to fine. Lee et al. [6] applied deep learning 
method to cephalometric landmark detection for the first time. They trained 38 inde-
pendent CNN structures to regress the 19 landmarks’ x- and y-coordinate variables sep-
arately. Although high accuracy can be achieved, most of the existing landmark detec-
tion methods need to train a number of models to refine each point on a small scale one 
by one, which demands massive but inefficient computation. 
Different from the traditional coordinate regression methods, deep encoder-decoder 
methods, such as u-net [7] and fully convolutional networks (FCN) [8], achieve goal 
with target transform. In medical landmark detection, by regressing heatmaps for land-
marks simultaneously instead of absolute landmark coordinates, Payer et al. [9] trans-
formed the coordinate regression problems to the pixel classification problems and sim-
plified the procedure with multi-layer cascaded deep neural networks. These pixel-to-
pixel heatmap regression methods are intrinsically more suitable for landmark detec-
tion, they extract the location information from X-ray image, with less divide between 
data forms than coordinate.  
Contribution: In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning framework for automat-
ically locating the anatomical landmarks in 2D cephalometric radiographs. The pro-
posed method regress heatmaps of landmarks from coarse to fine in 2 stages, informing 
global configuration as well as accurately describing local appearance. The Attention-
Guide mechanism connects the coarse-to-fine stages, which is similarly to [10] but our 
Attention-Guide mechanism makes effect on several regions simultaneously. The high 
efficiency of our framework owes to these strategies: (i) our patch-based strategy opti-
mizes the utilization of convolution kernels, to learn the informative feature around 
landmarks; (ii) the proposed Attention-Guide mechanism acts as an information extrac-
tor while inferring and minimizes the proposal region of sliding-window; (iii) with our 
Expansive Exploration strategy, the framework infers in a large scope, refining local 
heatmaps without increasing model complexity. The stage-wise training process makes 
our framework trainable.  
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2 Method 
Overall Framework: As shown in Fig. 1, the overall framework for landmark detec-
tion includes 2 stages, regressing 20-channel heatmaps of landmarks from coarse to 
fine. The two stages share the same u-net model as shown in Fig. 1c but they are as-
signed with different learning scopes. Stage 1 trains the u-net structure with the global 
field, as “global stage”, regressing the global heatmaps 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺  as landmark configuration. 
Stage 2 is assigned as “local stage”, with patch-based u-net model. Guided by the coarse 
attention from 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 , local stage searches in the proposal regions, regressing the heatmap 
patches 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 in a high resolution. As shown in Fig. 2, the Expansive Exploration strategy 
refines each landmark by multiple inference. The predicted coordinates of landmarks 
are obtained as the locations of highlights in first 19 channels of heatmaps 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀, which 
are merged from 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃.  
 
Fig. 1. Overall framework of the Attention-Guided deep regression model. (a) Global stage is 
shown at the top left. (b) Local stage embedded with Attention-Guide is shown in bottom. (c) We 
illustrate the u-net as encoder-decoder for global u-net and patch-based local u-net. 
Target transform: Inspired by [9], we convert the coordinate regression to a heatmap 
regression task. First of all, we represent the abstract coordinates 𝐿𝐿 of 19 landmarks as 
the 20-channel concrete heatmaps 𝐻𝐻. We model each landmark as a channel heatmap 
with 2D Gaussian distribution centered at the landmark. The distribution is normalized 
to a range of 0 to 1 and the Standard Deviation σ depends the size of distribution. We 
set the Correlation Coefficient ρ to 0, to make sure the shape of Gaussian distribution 
is  circular: 
𝐺𝐺(𝑥𝑥,𝑦𝑦) = 𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �− 12𝜎𝜎2 ((𝑥𝑥 − 𝜇𝜇1)2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝜇𝜇2)2)�   (1) 
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where (𝜇𝜇1, 𝜇𝜇2) is the center of the distribution. In the circular area of a channel, the 
pixel values indicate appearing probability of the landmark, so that the distributions can 
contain the uncertainty which involved in the landmark locations. However, the distri-
butions are much smaller than the outside areas which represent negative class for a 
channel. We handle this class-imbalance problem similarly to [11]. We apply the clas-
sification approach to estimate a shared background channel additionally. So that, the 
20-channel heatmaps 𝐻𝐻, which represent classes separately, are described as follow:   
𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) =
⎩
⎪
⎨
⎪
⎧𝑒𝑒𝑥𝑥𝑒𝑒 �−
12𝜎𝜎2 ((𝑥𝑥 − 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖)2 + (𝑦𝑦 − 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖)2)� , 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2, … ,19 1 −�𝐻𝐻𝑗𝑗(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦)19
𝑗𝑗=1
,                                               𝑖𝑖 = 20  (2) 
where heatmap 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖  denotes a channel whose Gaussian distribution is located at the po-
sition of landmark 𝐿𝐿𝑖𝑖 = (𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 ,𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖), while 𝑖𝑖 is in the range of 1 to 19. And the last channel 
of heatmaps 𝐻𝐻20 represents the background, to ensure the sum of all 20 classes proba-
bilities sets to be 1 for each pixel. The specific variable σ is different at stages according 
to target distribution size. The coordinate regression problem is transformed to a pixel 
classification task, which achieves goal by regressing the 20-channel heatmaps 𝐻𝐻. 
Global stage and pixel regression: The global stage takes the entire images as input, 
and informs the underlying global landmark configuration. We train a modified u-net 
(Fig. 1c) as the backbone model, followed by a SoftMax activation layer to separate 
pixel classes probability in channels. Limited by the computational capabilities and the 
learning ability of the neural network, we have to scale the training data to small size. 
The output is the 20-channel heatmaps 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 , as shown in Fig. 1a (right). The channel-
wise highlights indicate the high appearing probability of landmarks. Some areas over-
lap together on the schematic, it is actually due to compress multi-channel distributions 
of close landmarks into a plane.  
Although, the large size of distributions limits the accuracy of prediction. The con-
volution kernels can’t distinguish subtle features from low resolution data, and the nert-
work can’t regress heatmaps with the small distributions. Besides, the prediction errors 
increase as sizing back to the original scale. So, we take those highlights on 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺  as the 
coarse attention for local stage, and design a patch-based structure to narrow the learn-
ing scope, in order to process data and feature maps in a higher resolution.  
Local stage and Attention-Guided inference: The local stage with patch-based u-net, 
guided by the coarse attention, focuses on learning local appearance around landmarks. 
The patch-based u-net shares the same structure with global stage. But it is trained with 
the small image patches around ground-truth labels 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 . So, the local stage u-net in-
forms the high-resolution local features and has better distinguishing ability than the 
global stage. The local stage learns to regress multi-channel heatmap patches 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 with 
smaller Gaussian distributions than global stage. Our patch-based strategy optimizes 
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the efficiency of local training process, informing the high-resolution features and 
avoiding the negative impact of the areas without landmarks. 
The Attention-Guide mechanism is embedded in the local stage inference. While 
inferring, we firstly resolve the 19 coarse coordinates which are obtained as the maxi-
mum in the first 19 channels of 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 . We set the coarse locations as center of the proposal 
regions. As shown in Fig. 1b (center), the proposal regions guide the patch selection, 
by cropping patches in the input image at the corresponding places. Combining with 
the patch-based strategy, the Attention-Guide acts as an information extractor for local 
stage, to minimize the proposal region of sliding-window. Local stage takes these im-
age patches as input, regressing 19 heatmap patches 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃. Then 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 are normalized and 
merged to the complete heatmaps 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀. As shown in Fig. 1b (right), 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀 gather highlights 
in the small points, those in the overlap regions are refined to smaller and more precise. 
The 19 predicted coordinates 𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃 are obtained as the locations of highlights in the first 
19 channels of 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀. The details are described in the experimental section. 
Expansive Exploration: The small searching scope of local stage obtains most of land-
marks successfully, but the coarse stage doesn’t guarantee that all landmarks are de-
tected in the proposal regions. To increase the robustness, we propose the Expansive 
Exploration strategy for the Attention-Guided inference at the local stage, similarly to 
the overlap-tile strategy in [7]. As shown in Fig. 2, we enlarge the sampling scope and 
fix the relative position for multiple inference. The expansive proposal regions are the 
expanded squares centered at coarse locations. The image patches are inputted to local 
u-net separately, expanding search scope without expansion of the network structure. 
Overlap margin is controlled by the expand parameter 𝜀𝜀 ∈ (1,2). 
 
Fig. 2. Expansive Exploration strategy for local inferring. We firstly enlarge the single inference 
scope to 125px (the training scope is 100px), then apply stack searching with fix relative position. 
4 regions overlap each other with margin to be a big square, and 1 region places in the center of 
the expanded square. Here we set the expand parameter 𝜀𝜀 to 1.8. 
Heatmap Regression Loss: Considering the class-imbalance problem, which means 
the areas as negative class are much larger than those of landmarks, and the small size 
of distribution target, we add a combination of binary cross-entropy loss (BCE loss) 
and focal loss [12] as the loss function to balance the cost of background and targets, 
which is described as follows: 
 
Training 
scope
(100px)
Inference scope (125px)
Inference scope ൈ 𝜀
= 225px,
where 𝜀 = 1.8
Multiple 
inference
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𝐿𝐿�𝐻𝐻,𝐻𝐻�� = − 1
𝑁𝑁
��
12 ∙ 𝐻𝐻 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐻𝐻� + 12 ∙ 𝛼𝛼𝑡𝑡 ∙ (1 − 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡)𝛾𝛾 ∙ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡�𝑁𝑁
𝑏𝑏=1
, (3) 
 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 𝐻𝐻𝑡𝑡 = �𝐻𝐻�                      𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝐻𝐻 > 0.011 − 𝐻𝐻�               𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒  
where 𝐻𝐻� and H denote the predicted heatmaps and the ground-truth heatmaps generated 
from 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 , and N indicates the batch size. The BCE loss plays a major role in evaluating 
the areas with most background. Then the focal loss tends to mainly finetune the target 
regions in Gaussian distributions after 60 epochs in our experiments. 
3 Experiments 
This study includes the widely-used public dataset from the Grand Challenge. The da-
taset contains 300 dental X-ray cephalometric images and the 19 landmarks of each 
image were manually annotated by experienced doctors. The resolution of images was 
1935×2400 pixels with a pixel spacing of 0.1 mm. The data is divided into 2 sets as the 
same with the Grand Challenge, where 150 for training and 150 for validation. We crop 
the images to squares with 1935×1935 pixels and the annotated y-axis coordinates are 
subtracted by 465, as shown in Fig. 3c.  
 
Fig. 3. Examples of prediction on testing X-ray images. (a) 1st row shows the channel-compressed 
𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 predicted from global stage. (b) 2nd row shows the channel-compressed 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀 predicted from 
local stage. (c) 3rd row shows the predicted landmarks (red) transformed from 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀, and the ground 
truths (green). 
For global stage training, we scale the cropped images and the coordinates by 0.15 
times. The global heatmaps 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺  are the same size as the scaled images. The Gaussian 
distributions of 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺  are 40-pixel width which are 267-pixel width in the original scale. 
The global u-net takes the scaled images as input, and it learns to regress the 20-channel 
coarse heatmaps 𝐻𝐻𝐺𝐺 . The channel-compressed results are shown in Fig. 3b. 
(a)
(b)
(c)
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For local stage training, we down-sample image data by 0.5 times. The original en-
tire heatmaps are as large as the scaled image, with 30-pixel width distribution, whose 
original width is 60 pixels. The patch-based u-net is trained by randomly sampling an 
image patch around one landmark a time, to regress the correspond 20-channel heatmap 
patches 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 cropped from the entire heatmaps. Through numbers of training epochs, the 
sampler randomly travers all landmarks. The two-stage networks are trained separately 
with our Heatmap Regression Loss. 
While inferring, the patch selection is guided by the coarse attention with our Ex-
pansive Exploration strategy. The expansive 𝐻𝐻𝑃𝑃 of each landmark are merged to the 
𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀 by placing at the corresponding location in the expansive proposal regions. In 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀, 
we assume there is no landmark out of patches, so the pixel values of these areas are 0. 
For overlapping areas, we average the pixel values to raise robustness, receding the 
artifacts (fake shadow). The first 19 channels of 𝐻𝐻𝑀𝑀 are normalized to a range of 0 to 1 
each channel separately, then pass a filter with threshold of 0.5 to reduce the artifacts 
whose pixel values are less than 0.5. The final 19 coordinates 𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃 are the mean positions 
of nonzero pixels each channel separately, they represent the centers of the distributions 
with high possible of the landmarks.  
The mean radial error (MRE, in mm) and the successful detection rate (SDR, in %) 
are the evaluation indexes of the Grand Challenge. The MRE is defined by 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 =(∑ 𝑀𝑀𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 )/𝑛𝑛 where 𝑛𝑛 indicates the number of data and 𝑀𝑀 indicates the Euclidean dis-
tance between ground truths 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺  and prediction 𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃. The Std indicates the error’s stand-
ard deviation in dataset. The SDR shows the percentage of landmarks successfully de-
tected in a range of 2.0 mm, 2.5 mm, 3.0 mm, 4 mm. The landmark detection result 
evaluated in the testing set, shows in Fig. 4, which is MRE of 1.14 mm and SDR of 
86.7% for a 2 mm precision range. Table 1 shows the comparison with other methods. 
 
Fig. 4. Boxplot of Euclidean distances between predicted landmarks 𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃 and ground truths 𝐿𝐿𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺. 
Table 1. Comparison on proposed Deep Regression Model with other approaches 
Method MRE ± Std (mm) 
SDR (%) 
2.0 mm 2.5 mm 3.0 mm 4.0 mm 
Ibragimov et al. (2015) 1.84 ± 1.76 71.70 77.40 81.90 88.00 
Lindner et al. (2015) 1.67 ± 1.65    74.95 80.28 84.56 89.68 
Lindner et al. (2016) 1.20 ± 0.06 84.70 89.38 92.62 96.30 
Ours (without Expand) 1.22 ± 1.42 85.38 91.19 94.21 97.27 
Ours 1.14 ± 1.03 86.74 92.00 94.71 97.82 
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4 Conclusion  
Our deep learning framework achieves good performance in detecting anatomical land-
marks in cephalometric X-ray images. In our framework, the landmark detection task 
transforms to classification of image pixel. The Attention-Guide and the Expansive Ex-
ploitation strategy make sure that the searching scopes is smaller and data resolution is 
higher with minimum information redundancy. The data augmentation is embedded in 
the random sampling to avoid overfitting. Our model with higher efficiency but less 
manual tuning achieves a state-of-the-art result on automatic landmark detection in 
cephalometric radiograph. Moreover, the encoder-decoder structure which we apply 
with u-net, is easily transferred to any other model with better performance. And our 
deep regression model is easily generalized to other landmark detection tasks. 
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